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Executive Summary

The two chapters in this manual document the engineering development leading to modification of
XRLSim- an Ada-based computer program developed to provide a realistic simulation of an
x-ray laser weapon platform. Complete documentation of fl_eFY88 effort to develop XRLSim
was published in April, 1989, as UCID-21736: XRL_IM Model Specifications and Use"
Interfaces, by L.C. Ng, D.T. Gavel, R.M. Shectman, P.L. ShoU, and J.P. Woodruff. The FY89
effort has been primarily to enhance the x-ray laser weapon-platform model fidelity. Chapter One
of this manual details enhancements made to XRLSim model specifications during FY89,
Chapter two provides the user with changes in user interfaces brougT i•about by these enhance-
ments. This chapter is offered as a series of deletions, replacements, t nd insertions to the original
document to enable XRLSim users to implement enhancements developed during FY89.

Administrative Information

This effort was supported by R Program's Weapon Concepts Group at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory. The project leader of this Study is Steve Sackett and the project engineer is
K. David Young.



Chapter One

XRLSim Model Specifications

, Weapon Platform Model Specifications

Platform Orientation

Fore"Euler parameters define the vehicle's orientation with respect to the inertial frm-he. Euler
parameters, which are also referred to as quaternions and form a four vector given by (_, _3×1), are
used to describe the orientation of the vehicle relative to the earth. Given the initial orientation of
the vehicle with respect to the earth, the Euler parameters propagate in time according to

(_) 1(0-_T)_) [_(t0)_ (_0) (1)=2 _ __x ' L_(to)J = o

where for any Vector a-t3xl = (al, a2, a3)

(0 -a3 a2 1
_x = a3 0 --al , (2)

-a2 at 0

and in this case,

i0ql_x= r 0 -p , (3)
-q p 0 "

The direction cosine matrix Cvi, which transforms coordinates from the inertial frame into the
vehicle frame, is calculated directly from the Euler parameters as

rl2 + q2 2 2 2(qlq2 + _lq3) 2(qlq3 - rlq2)1 -q2-q3

2 2 2

Cvi - 2(qlq2 - _lq3) r12 - q 1 + q 2 - q 3 2(q2q3 + rlql) (4)

2(qlq3 + rlq2) 2(q2q3 - _lql) rl2 _ q21- q_ + q_

Platform Dynamics
o

The motion of the vehicle is described by three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom
(DOF). The definition of the vehicle's body-axis system i,; shown in Fig. 1 for the case of vehicle
alignment with the inertial frame. The rotational thrusters used to generate torques are mounted
near the rear.
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Figure 1. Inertial and vehicle coordination frames.

Principal axes are chosen as the vehicle's frame of reference. This axes set has the x-axis forward
along the longitudinal axis, and the y-axis and z-axis that are chosen to form a right-handed
coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1. The vehicle rolls, pitches, and yaws about its Xr, Yv, and
Zv axes, respectively. The vehicle's rotational dynamics are described by:

lxx P - (Izz - lyy)rq =fp _p (5)

lyy q - (lxx- lzz)rp = fq _q (6)

Izz i' - (Iyy - Izz)pq= fr _r (7)

where _?p,_q, and _ r are the respective roll, pitch, and yaw moment arms, I=, lyy, and Izz are the
principal moments of inertia about each axis, p, q, and r are the pitch, roll, and yaw rates, and fp,
fq, and fr are the roll, pitch, and yaw thruster forces.

Assuming a nonrotating spherical earm, the translational motion of the platform is expressed in the
vehicle reference frame by,

my(ft- vr + wq) =-fgx (8)

mv(V + ur- wp) = -fgy (9)

mv(_b - uq + vp) = -f_z (10)
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where u, v, and w are the translational velocity along the vehicle's x, y, and z axes, the vehicle's
total mass is m, and the gravitational force expressed in the vehicle frame is given by,

fg =(fgx, fgy, fgz) =Cre OMemv -'
I_ 13 rv , (11)

, where Fv is the inertial radial distance of the vehicle from the center of the earth, and GMe is the
gravitational constant.

Pointing Control

Pointing control is derived using Euler parameters. An axis of rotation Z,and an angle of rotation '/
are defined, which align the vehicle's longitudinal Mis with its line of sight (LOS) of the target as
shown in Fig. 2.

Given two coordinate systems C1 and C,:.,which are unaligned by a principal axis of rotation _ and
an angle of rotation _,,the Euler parameters of C1 relative to C2 are defined to be

q =sin k (12)

I
I
I
t

Xvl ",,, X v

,sl ... T%
Vehic "- _ Target rrame LOS

,F",, "_",, "- Z V l) _ _-V_Zv

Yv

- axis of rotation

, "y - angleof rotationrequired
to alignXvWithrLOs

Figure 2. Principal axis and LOS angles.
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From Fig. 2, it is seen that [ lies in the Yv- Zv plane,

X= 0 -c°s---2°: cos _
sin _ sin _/) (13)

where a, [3,and _,are the angles between the LOS and the vehicle frame's axes, and where _,is the
actual LOS angle error. Normalization of _.leads to the Euler parameters that describe the relative
position of the vehicle to that of the target

_v to t -: cos (_) (14a)

0

sin _I

qv to t = - cos [_ sin (14b)
, i

• stn 7

These Euler parameters have the interpretation of vehicle pointipg error in the vt.hicle frame. This
error is necessarily expressed in the inertial frame for pointing control. Toward this end, two
successive rotations about two different Euler axes are required: an Euler axis that transfers the
vehicle from complete alignrnent with the inertial frame to its present position (i.e., the relative
error from earth to vehicle), _mdan Euler axis that transfers the vehicle from its present position to
its final desired position (i.e., the relative error from vehicle to LOS). The overall desired Euler
parameters are, therefore,

= (15)
i to t 'q J i to v v tot

where the notation d = b®_ represenll:s the following vector operation:

al bl bo -b3 bz cl
a2 b2. b3 bo-bi c2 (16)

,.a3 b3 -b2 bl bo 3

The vehicle-attitude error can be ex 9ressed in the inertial tYame as

"* lt° "-* -,x q, (17)_q = rli to v q t -- _ i to t q i to v -- q i to v i to t
i

where the notation in (2) is used ftprqv tot, and toais the LOS rate of the target relative to the
vehicle. The pointing conW_ollaw is

 pf'p

_qfq = - 5 × J_ - D(g - _d)- K?._I (18)

J
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where J = diag(lxx, lyy, Izz), _ is the attitude error expressed in the inertial frame, and D, and F
are diagonal matrices with positive elements, which are designed to meet pointing-response
requirements.

Thruster Dynamics and PWM Logic

Second-order dynamic models are used for the thrusters. The state equations representing the
, thruster dynamics are given by

_1 = Lim (s2, s2i)

_2 = o_2n[N (lc)-f]- 2_o_ns2 (19)

where s21is a rate limit,f is the thruster force output, and Sll is an optional force limit,

f- Lim (sl, sit) • (20)

The functional N is the composition of the time delay function, N?D, and the hysteresis function,
NH,

N[y(t)] = NTD {Nu[Y(t)]} (2la)

NTo[Y(tk)] = y[& + Ta] • (21b)

The limiter function, Lim, and the hysteresis function NH, are defined in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively.

Y

I/
.. . / [

Figure 3. The limiter function y = Lim(x,xl).

Y

'1// I I

xus xoI xi xs

I;/_-i
, I I//

Figure 4. The hysteresis function y = Nn(x).
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The coupling of the pointing control law and the thruster dynamics is through a pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) logic, which can be symbolically denoted by

fc,i = PWM (fix,na), i = p, q, r (22,)

wtfich is implemented according to the following logic: A continuous time signal c(t) is pulse-
width modulated by sampling at discrete instances, comparing the samples to two triangular
waveforms, one positive p(t) and one negative n(t), and then setting on/off logic variables
accordingly. The PWM output is computed as

Cpwm = Con(Pflag- tlflag) ,

n/tag = 1, c(t) < n(t)

n/tag = 0, c(t) _ n(t)

P/tag = 1, c(t) > p(t)

P/tag = O, c(t) < p(t) (23)

where Conis the full pulse value.

For each of the vehicle body axes, a pointing control loop is defined as shown in Fig. 5. The input
to the PWM logic is the pointing control command in (18), the input to the thruster model is the
output of the the PWM logic whichis denoted asfc in (19), and the thruster model output Sl is the
vehicle body axis force applied. "

Pointing control fcmd, PWM logiclogic

Vehicle rotational _., f
dynamics "" Thruster dynamics

Figure 5. Pointing loop signal flow.
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Target Maneuver Detection

A target maneuver detection algorithm has been implemented, lt compares the measured elevation
and azimuth angles with the predicted angles from the tracking filter which assumes a nominally

, non-manuevering ballistic target. A weighted average of samples over a moving window is
computed to estimate the pred_,ctionbias and the standard deviation. A maneuver detection is
declared when the bias is gr_,ter than a selected threshold.

Let the actual measurements and the predicted measurements from the tracking f'dter be Zk, and _.k,
respectively, sampled at time tk. An innovation process is deffmed by:

ek = 'zk- zk

= h(kk)- h(xk)- wk

Oh[ 8x -w
k

w

k(xk xk) wk (24)

where h is the functional related to the measurement equation, Wk is the measurement noise vector,

zk = h(xk) + wk (25)

and Xk denotes the sampled value of the target state vector whose com!?onents are the position and
velocity of the target. The covariance of the innovation process is given by.'

= HkP_H T + Rk , (26)

where Pk and Rk are the state covariance and ti,e measurement noise covariance, respectively. The
innovation bias vector is computed from averaging en over m samples:

k=n-m+ 1

bn=L ]_ ek • (27)m n

This can be also computed recursively using

1
bn = b,-i + m (en - en-m) . (28)

The weighted mean square distance is

T
Tn = bn S-nx bn (29)

Maneuver detection is based on comparing Tn to a threshold _.,i.e.,J

Tn _ Z. target maneuvers,Tn < Z, target is ballistic (30)

For a 3-sigma maneuver-detection probability of 0.971, we choose Z,= 9.
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Chapter Two

XRLSim User Interfaces

This chapter provides the user with chaoges in user interfaces brought about by enhancements
made to XRLSim model specifications during FY89. It is offered as a series of deletions,
replacements, and insertions to the original document (UCID-21736) to enable XRLSim users to
implement these enhancements.

3.3,3 Vehicle

L( Delete the following.

found on page 52 of UCID-21736)
lrbm Sec. 3.3.3

Input Name: SystemFiring_Delay '
Ty pe: real
Units: seconds
Default: 0.0
Re,wmi'ks: The time that elapses after receipt of the command Fire For Effect from the

simulator, until beam energy is produced. Target lead-angle computation
advances the estimated location of the target by a time interval
(System_Firing_Delay + 2 dr / c) dr is estimated range to target; c is the speed
of light.

Input Name: Angle

ry pe, real
I l •Un mts_ microradians

Default: 2_ radians
Remarks: The full angle, divergence of the beana energy in a directed-energy weapon.

I, put Name: Distance
T 'v.,_, real
Units: km
Default: infinity
Remarks_ The lethal range of the beam energy in a directed-energy weapon. A target is

destroyed if distance from platform to target is less than Distance and the target
is within the included Angle when the beam arrives at the target's true position.

L End Deletion [



3.3.5 Platform

Completely replace Sec. 3.3.5 Platform
(from Page 55 and 56 of UCID-21736)

with the following section ,
i iJll i

The specification of the mathematical models for the Platform dynamics and control are described
in Chapter 1 of this manual.

A Platform is a free-flying object that has control laws to point at a target point and to control its
rotation rates on each axis. The object does not have any body force8 aside from gravity; ali the
torques are balanced about the center of gravity so there is no acceleration of the center of gravity,

The state vector of the platform is

I-Frame (X, Y, Z)
V-Frame (Vx, Vy, Vz)
Omega (Roll, Pitch, Yaw)
Beta quaternion Euler parameter
Reaction_Rotor_Omega (Roll.Pitch, Yaw)t
Ang'ular_Rate_Integral (Roll, Pitch, Yaw) ACS controller statestt
Roll Thruster State

Pitch Thruster State
Yaw Thruster State

Input Name: Name

Type: String
Units: none
Default: none
Remarks: Used for error messages.

Input Name: r._
Type: Real
Units: meters
Default: none
Remarks: Distance from centerline to pitch and yaw thrusters.

Input Name: r_y
Type: Real
Units: meters
Defaalt: none
Remarks: Distance from centerline to roll thrusters.

Input Name: Moment of Inertia

Ty pe: 3 vector
Units: kg × naz
Default: none

Remarks: Moments of inertial about roll, pitch, yaw axes.

t These states are associated with reaction wheel control which is not fully implemented at present.
1"1"These states are used for testing only and have no meaning for most users.
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The platform has identical thrusts-rs on each of the roll, pitch and yaw axes. A single input
Thruster defines the properties of the three thruster objects; thruster input is defined in
See. 3.3.5.1 following this section.

Input Name: Lyapunov P,ate...Gair_
' Type: 3 vector

Units: <<?>>
Default: none

" Remarks: The diagonal elements of the pointing control matrix D. The three constants
conrxol the roll, pitch, yaw pointing control, respectively.

Input Name: LyapunQv_Pointing__Gain i
Ty pe: 3 vector
Units: <<?>>
Def_alt: none
Remarks: The diagonal elements of the pointing control matrix K. The three consta_'s

control the roll, pitch, yaw pointing control, respectively.

Input Name: ACS_Gainl1"
Ty pe: 3 vector
Units: <<?>>
Default: none
Remarks" The diagonal elements of the first attitude control constant. The three constants

control the roll, pitch, yaw pointing control, respectively.

Input Name: ACS Gain2%

'ry pe: 3 vec-tor
Units: <<?>>
Default: none
Remarks: The diagonal elements of the second attitude control constant. The three constants

control the roll, pitch, yaw pointing control, respectively.

The platform's advance operator has a different effect dependent on whether the platform controller
hastheSahaple_and_Hold property.IncaseSample and Hold isfalse(i.e.,novaluesaregiven
forControl_Sample_Interval and Control S_mp[e End Time),thecontrollaw isintegrated
continuously with the dynamics. Pulse width rrTodulationis not allowed when the continuous
integration mode is selected.

Input Name: Control_Sample_Interval
Type: real
Units: seconds
Default: none
Remarks: A vector of contol sample frequencies. Give a vector of no more than ten time-.

steps. Control sampling occurs at the interval given by the first Control
' Sample_Interval und time reaches the fast Control Sample_End_Time,

thenateach successiveControl_Sample_Interval int_n.

ACS Gainl and ACS Gain2 are associated with the PI Controller algorithm, which is used only for testhlg.
They should normally be defaulted or set to zero by the user. The PI Controller algorithm should not be used
with pointing thrust control.
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Input Name: Control_Sample__End--Time

Type: real
Units: seconds
Default: none
Remarks: A vector of control sample end-times. Give a vector of no more than ten absolute

times. Control sampling occurs at the inmrval given by the first Control
Sample_Interval until time reaches the first control sample End Time, then
ateachsuccessiveContro±_Sample_Interval intum.-The Control- Sample

End_Time vector must be monotonic_ly increasing. The sample time,s'must be-
greater than Vehicle T__E3_ct SOth,: the platform is free of the lifter rocket.
The way to conform to these rules about starting the control late in the problem is
to _ the first vak _ of Control,Sample rnterval and the first value of
Contr ol_Sample._v.nd...Timt as the time when actual control should begin. For
exmnple, ff vehicle, r__Eject = 150, tOcontrol at 10 Hertz for 50 seconds, use
the input Control Sample_Interval = 150., 0.1 ; Control.._Sample_'v, nd._
Time= 150., 26,0.0

Control of the thrusters is optionally pulse width modulate, (PWM) with input of pulse amplitude
and synthesized frequency. In case of PWM control, the platform must be advanced using sample-
and-hold semantics (not continuous pointing control) and the sample frequency must be at least
four times the PWM synthesis frequency.

Input Name: P__Amplitude
Type: real
Units: newtons
Default: none
Remarks: The value of thrust'that is assumed by the PWM controller, should be the same a_

the value of F__Bo,_n_.of the thruster objects.

Input Name: PWM_.Frequency
Type: real
Units: Hertz
DefauM: none

Remarks: The synthesized frequency that the PWM controller compares with the control
law.

Input Name: Rotor Moment of Inertia%

Ty pe: 3 vector
Units: kgxm2
Default: none

Remarks: Unused (*here is no control law to operate rotors).

Input Name: Motor_Torque_Constant
Type:
Units:
Default:

Remarks: Unused (there is no control law to operate rotors).

Input Name: Motor_Damping, Coefficient
Type:
Units:
Default:

Remarks: Unused (there is no control law to operate rotors).

%Rotor_Moment of Inertia,Motor_Torque_Constant, andMotor_Damping_Coefficient areasocimed
with reaction wheel control, which is not fully implemented at present.



Input Name: Integrator_Scale_Factor
Type: real
Units: none
Default: none
Remarks: If any value (which must be less than 1.0) is given, then the minimum and the

• initial integration interval used by DVerk (Hmin, HS_ in DVerk documentation)
set 'tothe advance interval times Integrator_Scale_Factor.

3,3.5.1 Thruster

The platform has three distinct thrusters that all have the same input options in a single mn. %"he
input parameters for these thrusters are given in a single block of input data.

The thrusters can select from any of the models described here. The default model is the ideal
thruster, which has only tile input F_Bouna, the maximum thrust in newtons. If a positive input is
given for Delay_Time, then the thruste, responds to a command with some delay in seconds. If
the input Cir_Freq is given, then the dynamic model is chosen and inputs must be given for Damp
and S2_Bound.If the input Hysteresis_Model is given, then the deadband hysteresis model is
given and. its parameters (listed below) are required.

Input Name: Name
Type: String
Units: none
Default: none
Remarks: Used for error messages.

Input Name: F Bound

Type: real
Units: newtons
Default: none
Remarks: Sll in the thruster model specification. Maximum thrust from thruster; required

for all models.

Input Name: CirFreq
Type: real
U ni ts: radian s/second-1
Default: none

Remarks: conin the thruster model specification. Input to cir Freq selects the dynamic
response model and requires input for Damp andS2_.Bound.

Input Name: Damp
Type: real
Units:
Default: none

Remarks: 77in the thruster model specification. Used only in case of dynamic thrus'ter
, model.

Input Name: $2 Bound

Type: reaT
Units:
Default: none

' Remarks: s2lin the thruster model specification. Used only in case of dynamic thruster
model.
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"nput Name: Delay_Time

Type: real
Units: seconds
Default: none
Remarks: Selects the delay-line model for thruster.

Deadband Hysteresis models the response of a mechanical valve, which returns an t,utput that is
subject to a deadband (when the input is near zero) and, which saturates and returns an upper
bound output when the input is larger than maximum. After saturating, the output follows a linear
restoration curve that is different from the linear loading.

There is a different set of parameters for each of positive and negative inputs (but if negative
parame'..:rs are not given, the default behavior is symmetric).

The deadband hysteresis function is graphically illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The arrowheads on the
graphic depict the direction of a trajectory for response to positive input. With the object initially
unsaturated, the response follows the trajectory tc Xload, then rises to val:,,', Ysatwhen X equals or
exceeds Xsat; until X has exceeded Xsat, the response function remains on this lower branch of the
hysteresis loop.

After X has exceeded Xsat, the model is said to be saturated. The response of the saturated object
is to return Ysat until X < Xu_oad, then ramp down to Y = 0 when X .--Xumat. While the object is
saturated, the response follows the upper branch of the hysteresis loop. After X has fallen below
the value Xunsat, the object is once again unsaturated.

Response to negative input behaves just as the positive response, save that the parameters are
optionally different if input, and the response to haput -1 * Ixl is _,ven by - 1 * lyl.

Input Name: Hysteresis Model

Type: integer
Units: none
Default: none

q ,,

Remar_:s. Any input value selects the deadband hystercsis model and requires input for the
following five parameters" XloadP, XSatP, XUnloadP, XUnsatP, YSatP. If the
negative hysteresis loop is to be distinct from the positive loop, then give
(positive) values for ali of XloadN, XSatN, XUnloadN, XUnsatN, YSatP.

," ....... "_ ......... _'--_il .... )_--- Y = Y,at
#
, /1

I # I
I t I
I #

I !
!
|

I !
I I !

I # !
I # !

# # !

...... ,...... )_..............._, , , ' Y=0.0
I I I I
I I I I
I I I !
I I I I

X unlit : : X III| i

Xunload XI)ad

Figure 3-2. The deadband hysteresis function.

...... End Replacement I
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3.3.7 Onboard Track

Insert the following to the end of Sec. 3.3.7
on page 59 of UCID.21736

i

J

The Kalman filter instance for onboard tracking has an optional model that allows target maneuvers
to be detected.

The maneuver-detection algorithm is selected by specifying the number of samples over which the
moving average bn is to be computed. When a maneuver is detected with probability greater than
3 sigma, the filter covariance is reset to the value that was specified when the filter was initialized.

Input Name: Maneuver Detect_Span
Type: positive in, gcr
Units: number
Default: zero
Remarks: If any positive value is given, then the maneuver detection algorithm is selected

and the probability of target maneuver is computed with a moving average
windowofManeuve r_Det ect_Span samples.

[ End Insertion [

3.3.12 Laser Lethality

insert this new section
after Sec. 3.3.11

on page 65 of UCID-21736

The XRLSim5A simulation may incorporate a directed-energy weapon. Algorithms have been
developed to compute that weapon's effect on its target and cenmn inputs have been determined for
the properties of potential targets. This section describes the input parameters employed to assess
XRL lethality.

If the simulation object has an input for the variable Fire For Effect Time, then the simulator
sends a fire command to the weapon at that time. The we'apon'-starts its-f'_.ng countdown and
expends its weapon after a time given by Laser Lethality input System Firing_Delay. When
the weapon is expended, the Damage Assessment model computes the tirrTefor speed-of-light
propagation from the vehicle to the t._rget and sets an event for the time when photons will arrive.

, Input Name: System_Firing_Delay
Type: real
Units: seconds
Default: 0.0

Remarks: The time that elapses after receipt of the command Fire_For_Effect from
the simulator until beam energy is produced.

z
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When the weapon's energy arrives at the target, the effect on the target is computed by one of two
models, which take their input from the category Laser Lethality. Ifno value is given for the
input Gaussian t_EW, then the model of target damage'is a simple one: if the target lies within the
cone of effectiveness given by (Angle, Distance), then it is destroyed.

Input Name: nngle
Type: real
Units: microradians
Default: 2_ radians
Remarks: The full-angle dispersion of the energy of the beam in a directed-_nergy

weapon. A target is destroyed if the distance from the platform to the target
is less than Distance and the target i_ within the included Angle when the
beam arrives at the target's true position. '

Input Name: Distance
Type: real
Units: km
Default: infinity
Remarks: The lethal range of the energy of the beam in a directed-energy weapon. A

target is destroyed if the distance from the platform to the target is less than
Distanceand the target is within the included Angle when the beam arrives
at the target's true position.

If any input is given for Gaussian t_gw, then the effect of the weapon's energy deposited on the
target is computed using algorithms'developed for that purpose. Inputs to this model are:

Input Name: Gaussian NDEW

Type: integer flag-
Units: none
Default: flag is absent
Remarks: If any value is given, then the target damage model is selected, and input for

Beam_EnergyandBeam_Divergence_Sigma arereq_ alongwithtarget
data.

Input Name" Beam_.Energy
Type: real
Units: gigajoules (i.e., 109joules)
Default: none

Remarks: Total energy for the laser beam.

Input Name: Beam_Diverge nce_Si gma
Type: real
Units: microradians (full angle)
Default: none

Remarks: The spread of the Gaussian distribution of the directed energy beam.

Input Name: NDEW_Target_Filename

Type: string
Units: readable file
Default: none
Remarks: Files containing target data are to be rea&

' End Insertion
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